## Expected Business 2017-18

### September
- **20**
  - Members issues: (any issues arising from College LTCs) — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Remit and Membership — B – Noting or Information
  - LTC Away Day — A – Discussion/Approval
  - LTC Strategic Priorities — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information
  - TEF Update — B – Noting or Information
  - LEADS presentation — B – Noting or Information
  - Report on International Writing Support — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Student Survey: PRES — B – Noting or Information
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information

### November
- **22**
  - Members issues: (any issues arising from College LTCs) — A – Discussion/Approval
  - College Learning and Teaching plans — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Student Survey: NSS highlights and PTES *(and Student Life?)* — B – Noting or Information
  - NSS Student Experience Mapping Group presentation — B – Noting or Information
  - LTDF Guidelines — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Teaching Excellence Awards — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information
  - Update from VLE Board — B – Noting or Information

### January
- **24**
  - Members issues: (any issues arising from College LTCs) — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Update from LEADS (including review of lecture recording policy) — B – Noting or Information
  - *Annual SLS and Summer School reports will be circulated for information* — B – Noting or Information
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information

### March
- **21**
  - Members issues: (any issues arising from College LTCs) — A – Discussion/Approval
  - LTDF Summary Reports — B – Noting or Information
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information
  - Update from VLE Board — B – Noting or Information

### May
- **23**
  - Members issues: (any issues arising from College LTCs) — A – Discussion/Approval
  - Student Teaching Awards — B – Noting or Information
  - Teaching Excellence Awards — B – Noting or Information
  - Reports from Working Groups — B – Noting or Information
  - Update from LEADS — B – Noting or Information